
Weather App | Heuristic Analysis

visibility of system status match between system and 
real world

user control and freedom 
(undo and redo)

consistency and standards error prevention recognition rather than recall flexibility and efficiency of 
use 

aesthetic and minimalist 
design

help users recognize, 
diagnose, and recover from 
errors

help and documentation

check what it’s like outside/
temp/precipitation right now

- the overall condition outside

 is immediately displayed under the city name. e.g. 
“sunny.” So is the temperature. the background image 
immediately visualizes the condition outside. 

- the temperature from the most recent refresh is 

clearly displayed at the top.

- the current temperature is also displayed right under 

the column labeled “now” and matches the temp in 
the main header. 


- there is no way to force a refresh to confirm the app 
is showing the most up-to-date weather condition 
and temperature. 


- at the top for a while — what is it doing? Is it 
refreshing automatically?

- the background image 
reflects what it may look like 
outside — nice visual 
reminder.


- the small icons also reflect 
the weather condition at a 
glance (e.g. sunny, snow, 
raining, etc. 

- if you tap on the current 
weather condition at the top, 
the screen will move to 
highlight the hour by hour 
tracking for the day. 

- the terminology used to 
describe the weather 
condition right now is clear. 
e.g. “sunny”


- the symbol used to describe 
it is also a clear convention. 
e.g. the sun symbol for 
sunny 


- temp is not specified as 
celsius or fahrenheit

n/a - the background banner image 
visualizing the weather 
condition is helpful. 
corroborate the verbiage 
describing the weather 
condition e.g. “sunny” 

- link to the weather channel 
app?

- extremely minimal and 
simple. clean design. 
description is short and 
clear. i.e. “sunny” 


- background image is simple 
and aesthetically pleasing. 
e.g. just shows sunny sky. 


- simple, yet dynamic 
background image. the 
image is actually moving a 
bit to show that the weather 
is changing.


- simple, just shows temp 
value and degree sign - 
doesn't specify Fahrenheit or 
celsius 

n/a - link to the weather channel 
app?

check what it’s like outside/
temp/precipitation for the 
rest of the day (by hour)

- user can check what it’s going to be like outside by 
matching the weather icon with the hour time. 


- there is no way to force a refresh to confirm that the 
outside condition has been updated accordingly.


- not able to click on the icon to get details though

- icons on the scrollbar/hourly 
tracker match the real world 
well.

- scrolling by hourly condition 
for the day is intuitive once 
user knows its there


- the scrolling may not be 
discovered right away unless 
user investigates. 

- the symbol used to describe 
it is also a clear convention. 
e.g. the sun symbol for 
sunny 

n/a - the symbol for each hour is 
recognizable. 

- ability to scroll and see future 
hours is flexible

- simple and minimal info for 
each hour.

n/a - link to weather channel app? 

check what it’s like outside/
temp/precipitation the next 
couple of days

- the icons quickly support the status of the next 
couple of days


- there is no way to force a refresh to confirm that the 
outside condition has been updated accordingly.

- icons match the real world 
conditions

- user can scroll down to see 
information for additional two 
days

- symbols used to describe 
each day matches standard 
conventions 

n/a - the symbol for each day is 
recognizable 

- you can scroll to see invisible 
next two days. 


- you can’t see past 10 days 
from today.


- you can’t see details for a 
day in the future other than 
the weather icon 

- extremely minimal design to 
see future days. only shows 
day of the week, weather 
icon, and the low/high temp.


- not enough info if you 
needed to know more details 
about a specific day. 

n/a - link to weather channel app?

check the type of 
precipitation and details

- basic type of precipitation can be determined from 
the icon type. 


- additional details about precipitation (e.g. amount 
and % chance) can be determined once you scroll 
down. this is not visible. 

icon matches precipitation type n/a icons matches standard n/a n/a n/a - icon is very simple. quickly 
represents precipitation type


-

n/a - link to weather channel app?

check when sunrise/sunset 
will be

- it gives user the exact time of sunrise/sunset on the 
hour by hour.


- if scroll down, displays sunrise and sunset times as 
well. not immediately visible. 

- icon supports sunrise and 
sunset well. 

n/a icon matches standards n/a - icon matches standards. 
display “sunset” or “sunrise” in 
the hourly section.

- you can check the hourly 
section for sunrise/sunset or 
scroll down and check the 
detailes 

- very simple icon design and 
description. 

n/a - linke to weather channel app? 

check if a big weather event 
may happen (e.g. snowstorm 
or extreme cold)

paste picture of special icons - icon type is descriptive and clear. 

- uncommon icons may raise questions

- user may be tempted to click on the weather icon to 

see if it would display additional details. e.g. snow 
storm mark, they might try to tap on it when it’s not 
actually clickable. 

- icons match real world well n/a n/a n/a - icons match standards.

- uncommon weather icons for 

rare weather occurrences 
may be hard to identify. No 
words to go with the icon 
unless the weather 

- n/a - very simple, even to describe 
big weather events (i.e. 
extreme snow/cold). 

n/a - user will have to likely google 
icons if they were unfamiliar 
with it. 

check the low and high 
temps

paste picture of low and high - low and high clearly visible n/a n/a n/a n/a - low and clear. convention is 
that two temp values will 
represent low/high

n/a - only displays low and high; 
very simple 

n/a n/a

check temperature in 
different places

check what the temp feels 
like (e.g. wind-chill)

this info is in the section once you scroll down n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a - very simple, only displays one 
temp. clear verbiage “feels like”

n/a n/a

see additional weather 
measurements/details

- to see additional details like humidity and 
visibilitylity, user needs to scroll down. under 
the fold. 


- to see even more details, like the radar or for 
details on a day that is not today, use would 
have to click on the weather channel logo on 
the lower left corner 

- weather channel button/link 
looks like a logo. doesn’t look 
clickable. 

n/a n/a link is not recognizable as 
clickable

n/a n/a n/a n/a

change app settings - only option would be to click the lower right bottom 
corner. 


- easy to identify this 

- C/F conversion is clear and visible 

- Deleting city could be hidden if user is knew to 

swipe left convention

- settings isn’t the standard 
gear mark 

- user can’t change the order of 
cities 

n/a - when you delete a city, it 
doesn’t ask “are you sure” 

n/a - interactions happen quickly. 
even if an error is made quickly, 
it’s not a huge deal. 

n/a - recovering from error is easy. 
just re-do. 

n/a

add a city to preferences - easy to see plus sign on the right bottom corner on 
the list page. 


- adding city matches 
convention (plus sign) 

- user can add any city quickly 
and easily 

- n/a n/a n/a - very flexible use of weather 
app for those who want to 
know about weather in other 
cities (even time) 

- adding city is straightforward/ 
simple process

n/a n/a

remove a city from 
preferences 

- not visibile unless user is aware of conventions n/a - ability for user to costomize 
their list with places they are 
interested in. 

- n/a no error prevestion. once you 
delete, it doesn’t ask to confirm 

n/a - quick and easy process to 
delete 

n/a n/a n/a
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